
ROBIN HOOD - THE AUDITION PROCESS  !
Preparing for your audition is as easy as 1-2-3!   !
Step 1- Fill out your Audition Form.  You should bring it with you to the audition. Make sure 

you've attached a photo that shows your face! !
Step 2 - Read the script carefully, along with the character descriptions provided by PVTC to 

identify your first-choice character. !
Step 3-  Refer to the audition packet to see what specific material you should prepare to 

showcase your first-choice character and rehearse for your audition. !
Auditions will take place on Monday, May 11th.  We will send an email reminder about 

auditions as they approach. There are no callbacks for Robin Hood. !
Naturally, each student will feel some nervousness about auditions, but rest assured that we strive 
to make the process as painless as possible. The auditions are a chance for the director to observe 
actors both in solo work and with others. Auditions will happen in small groups so that no 
student will have to audition in front of everyone at camp.   
  
Please review the character descriptions and read the script with your child, and then complete 
the audition form together. On the audition form, each child must identify three parts they would 
enjoy.  For their audition, they should prepare the lines identified on the PVTC website for their 
first choice character.  !
Given that we  only have two weeks of camp, students are expected to know their lines on the 
first day of camp, July 13th, so we can maximize our rehearsal time. Students will, of course, 
work the music director on singing and director on acting at camp.  Consider what amount of 
time can be spent at home on the script in order to help determine which roles are 
appropriate to audition for.  Parent help at home is crucial for characters with greater amounts 
of spoken lines. ! !



AUDITION FAQs !
Question: Who will be at my audition? 
Answer: A group of 8-12 other campers who are a similar age to you. You will audition with 
this whole group, so you never have to be alone! PVTC Summer Staff will also be there: the 
director, musical director, choreographer, stage manager, and projects instructors - all of these 
teachers are excited to work with you this summer!   !
Question: My audition is 1 hour, what will we do? 
Answer:  !
A group warm-up/game - This puts new campers at ease and allows everyone to get to know 
each other and the teachers. It also allows us to see how performers work as an ensemble. !
Acting - This will be a combination of prepared “sides” (short scenes) from the show, improv 
games at the auditions, and “cold readings” (unprepared scenes) with your fellow actors. It 
should be a lot of fun! !

DEMYSTIFYING AUDITIONS: 
DOs AND DON’Ts !

DO Give yourself enough time to prepare for your audition. Be familiar with your lines and 
practice in front of other people, like friends or parents. !
DO Get a lot of rest the night before your audition. Make sure you have your audition form and 
character prep sheet ready before you come to the theatre. !
DO Make interesting physical and vocal character choices - don't be afraid to take risks! !
DON'T Wait until the last minute to prepare for your audition. You want to be calm, confident, 
and relaxed. !
DON'T Wear flip-flops or restrictive clothing to your audition. You want to be able to move 
freely. !
DON'T Forget to have fun!  



THE VERY UNMERRY ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD 
CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS !

SOLDIERS - The soldiers work for the Sheriff of Nottingham. They are comical characters who 
are weary of Robin Hood and speak with clever banter.	
!
ROBIN HOOD - Head of his Band of Thieves. Robin Hood dreams of saving Sherwood Forest 
from the Sheriff of Nottingham. His life’s work is to “steal from the rich and give to the poor,” 
but in this play, he isn’t doing so well. Let’s just say he isn’t the brightest bulb.	
!
LITTLE JOHN - Robin Hood’s sidekick. He is more aware than Robin Hood, always supplying 
educated and correct answers to Mr. Hood’s statements and questions. 	
!
MERRY MEN - Robin Hood’s gang. They don’t necessarily want to work with Robin Hood and 
would gladly trade their gipsy ways for the cushy benefits that the soldiers describe.	
!
POOR PEOPLE - Hope that Robin Hood will help them with gold and jewels, though they are 
often disappointed. They live a life of yearning and desperation. 	
!
HELGA, the INNKEEPER - Knows and hosts everyone in town. She is a woman of experience 
and can handle any situation that comes her way. 	
!
WILL SCARLETT - One of Robin Hood’s Merry Men. He wants to quit that business to pursue 
a career in another talent, like singing, dancing, or whatever particular skill a PVTC actor may 
bring to the stage.	
!
MARION - In love with Robin Hood, determined to get him to settle down, even though he 
doesn’t want to. Marion is always one step ahead of Robin’s plans. 	
!
MAIDS - Marion’s friends, wanting to marry Robin Hood’s men. They are a little boy crazy. 	
!
BILLY SHAKESPEARE - An aspiring writer trying to get Robin Hood’s attention to no avail. 
He writes beautiful poetry and speaks with lovely rhetoric the whole play. 	
!
SHERIFF OF NOTTINGHAM - Our villain, trying to cause the downfall of Sherwood Forest. 
He is Robin Hood’s nemesis. 	
!
FRIAR TUCK & KING RICHARD - Serve as judges in the talent and beauty contests. They 
have very high standards.	
!
ANNOUNCER - An observant and polite instructor in the beauty contest. He or she speaks with 
intensity and in great detail. 	
!
SHERIFF’S CONTESTANT - A lovely and graceful young woman who wins the beauty 
contest round for the Sheriff. 	



